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Cathlee Vance 
Windvoices 
On his back 
above the spirit tended fields 
he whispers with his gods. 
His voice: the wind 
in the prairie grass. 
Nils R. Bull Young 
Resting on Long Mountain 
Two friends, two sisters and I 
sit in a deer's clearing 
taking turns with binoculars 
to watch waterskiers below 
on Spirit Lake 
the wakes stripe the deep blue 
water white and lighter blue 
we are enveloped 
with the hot sweet smel I 
of mountain grass and pine trees 
later we stumble down the slopes 
dodging trees 
young Kevin runs ahead 
jumping and leaping over bushes and rocks 
eyes large and dark, 
he is a small light boy 
ready to bound away 
at any sound 
I run after him­
striding, leaping­





Waiting for the Bus 
I was pacing the bus sto h It I · 
damn bus. Again . But thi s : ; u~ ~~ ti=~~ns~ ~~:~~d messy, rai~-so~ked street. Waiting for the 
will take me to the end of the r C ever take in this dead-end town . This bus 
. me. oncentrate. A watched pot never boils. 
The bus s heIter 1s formed by th e I · 1 II 
sidewalk, and I usually sit on ;h: ~ ex~7 ass ;a shand a roof. The fourth ide is open to the 
sidewalk. I called the shelter my "gl=~ :;:,, ~nc to ~atch the mas es flow by on the 
without preventing me from seeing it. caus it detached me from the stre t life 
I sat on the bench and lit a cigarette I I d 
minutes. I bee me agitated again I tried t. g ance t my watch. The bus was due in ten 
New York. . o cone ntrate on what I would do when I arrived in 
Newy Ykork, New York. All the cliches about the journeys to the "City" flickered. b . 
New or would be the Emerald C f m my ram. 
my talent as a writer and ity or m~. I w~uld meet the wizard there who would see 
York. In just fifteen hours 1~Jt::~~~grttmhyll'1ffe.l In Just fifteen ~ours I'd be in New York, New 
. e I e was meant to live. 
An obese woman m a man's overcoat bounded . h I 
me. Her short orange-red hair had ob . into t e g ass box. Her appearance startled 
roots. Her face was sickly pale with v1ous\beenf dyed and stood straight out from its black 
shaved off her natural eyebrows and da smu_ ge o scarlet on e~ch pouchy cheek. She had 
her an alarmed look. The quiverin Ii r:;n in new ones: two_thin brown arches which gave 
tangerine. Her eyes were glazed o!er 61uebov: ~rit~ble chins were very thi n and painted 
to smear, circling the bul in vac n an ? s ot. Her black mascara was beginning 
galoshes strained over h; eT~ h at~ eyes. A pair o~ peach stretch pants tucked into black 
enormous body. Pinned to the ~g~~sid:g~f ~he tent-like ove~coat concealed the rest of her 
about the coat as she sat down next t er coat was a wrinkled, pink silk rose. It flopped 
Th o me. 
. e street people usually don't bother or scare m . . 
chins and hands stuffed in bulging pockets b' e. But this woman with her quivering 
perverse clown from a child's nightma was so izarre I became uneasy. She looked like a 
,, re. 
0 . o you have a cigarette to give me?" she asked in a . 
giggle. Her voice was so tim id for such . h whisper. I clenched back a nervous 
my face and handed her a cigarette 11 ·1tahgan~ counte~ance. I reached into my purse to hide 
. · er cigarette with my I ight H h d . 
picked up my suitcase and looked about fo d ff I b er. . er an was shaking. I 
the rain. r my u e ag. 1could wait for the bus outside in 
::~o, w~ere do you think you 're going?" she asked. 
1m going · · · I' m leaving for a vacation " 
" Leaving? Leaving this jewel of ·t ? Th' 1For shame, my little dove. For sha~;.1,,v. is cu tural center? This dusky gem of the Midwest? 
Her words stopped me I Id , b . 1
"I know where you'r~ r~~~y ;~in e ie;e ~hose words could come from a face like that. 
Per~aps to peddle some of your poetr;,·eh~~ re off to some large city to seek your fortune. 
I Just couldn 't believe what I was hearin Sh k r 
I was planning to do. g. e new. She knew where I was going and what 
She laughed and shook her head at me. I noticed she was stan . 
stared at each other for a long time Th . d . k d ding on my duffel bag. We 
" Could I have my duffel bag ple~se?~ ~~;ke~~c e up and blew rain into the glass box. 
"Not just yet. What makes you think you can just rush off to a big time town like New York 
and make it? What makes you so talented and different?" 
" I really don't care to discuss it with you. Please give me my duffel bag." 
" You can sit here with me. I won't hurt you. I promise to keep my mouth shut. It' s really 
cold and rainy out there." 
I reached down to pick up my duffel bag and was almost knocked over by a girl who ran 
into the glass box. 
" Excuse me," she said. 
She bopped over to the bench and sat down next to the obese woman. She was wearing 
violent purple tights and a black mini skirt with pink polka dot on it. Her cropped black hair 
was soaked slick and matched her black leather jacket. She took a book from her purple purse 
and began reading. She was reading a collection of Walt Whitman's poetry. She cracked her 
gum while she read. 
Crack, crack. " You know,"she said, " Mod poetry really, like, blows my mind." 
" Whitman isn't .. . " 
" Shut up," the obese woman yelled at me. " What do you know about poetry?" 
"Mod, mod poetry really blows me away," the girl said again. She closed the book and 
smiled at me. She was wearing purple lipstick. 
" Look sister," the obese woman said to the purple girl , " I think sometimes that the hinges 
of my mind are loose. Some people call it nervousness or shortness of breath. Really, it's a 
lack of control over one's thoughts." 
The purple girl smiled at her and cracked her gum again. 
" Emily," the obese woman screamed as she looked through the plexiglass roof of the glass 
box. "Emily, I need some mad poetry. Mad, mad poetry. I need to feel that the top of my head 
is off." 
"Bravo," the purple girl said. She clapped her hands like a delighted child. 
" I said mad poetry, not mod poetry," the obese woman said. " Not peddle poetry either. 
Mad poetry," she snorted and glared at me. 
"Please give me my duffel bag." 
"Never," the obese woman shrieked. 
The purple girl and the obese woman giggled together. They put their heads down and 
whispered to each other. I was very, very uneasy. My life' s writing was in that duffel bag. 
Under the obese woman's foot, soaking wet. My body was freezing in the cold rain. I was 
shaking all over but I couldn't make a major move. I couldn' t even remember if my bus had 
gone by yet. I might have missed my bus. 
"Give me my duffel bag," I screamed as loud as I could. " Give me the damn duffel bag. 
Now." 
The obese woman shoved the bag under the bench with her foot. " Actually, I'd rather live 
poetry than write it," she said. "You know, feeling the old blood pumping through the veins. 
Pulsing, shooting, racing through the veins. Life in the city is poetry. Body poetry. Violent 
poetry. Bloody, racing poetry." 
"I totally agree," the purple girl said. 
''Poetry, poetry, poetry, poetry," they whispered together. 
"The poetry of the bus lumbering down the slick city streets," the obese woman shouted. 
I lunged and grabbed the duffel bag from under the bench. The obese woman wrestled with 
me for a moment then released my arm. I fel I back against one of the plexiglass wal Is. 
"Look sister," the purple girl said. "We wish you all the luck in New York, New York. 




"That's absolutely correct," the obese woman said. "All the luck in the world. But if you 
can't write it, live it. Live it or you'll go mad. Or mod, whatever the case may be. Oh, and take 
this. Take it as a token of my esteem." 
She ripped the silly silk rose from her coat and jammed it into my palm. The pin jabbed myskin. 
The obese woman and the purple girl linked arms and skipped out of the glass box into the 
rain. The obese woman's hair waved wildly in the rainy wind. She looked like a fruity 
Medusa. I heard their shrill laughter long after they disappeared from view. Through the 
rain-glazed glass I saw my bus waiting obediently at the light a block away. The buildings of 
the city seemed to be heaving and swaying in a gray mist. 
I dropped the ilk rose and ground it with my boot until it was a mashed, black pulp. I 
wiped the blood from my hand on the wet duffel bag. My ride slid to the front of the bus stop.
I left the glass box and stepped into the panting bus. 
. 
Kimberly Willardson 
Amy Goldman Koss 
Lois 
lois, the blue-haired old woman do~n th ro?d, 
chopped up harwell la t night. he _d,d, h_ d,d 
it all by herself, too. touched the glinty quick­
silver ginsu knife, set it down on the count r, 
picked up the rusty old meat cleaver ~a pre nt 
from harwell's mother on their wedding d~y) stroked 
it softly. best thing harwell's mother ever did. 
only good thing she did after she h~d harwell, 
come to think of it. lois held the knife, ate a_n 
oreo, watched laverne and shirley for a while . 
harwell came in, right at the good p~rt, da~rn 
him, and she chopped him up, into httl: bitty 
pieces and left the pieces on the green tile 
floor the one that she hated and he made her h d 
have' put down. she ate another oreo and watc e 
Johnny Carson. 
Michelle L. Whitley 
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In Time, the Hills 
In time the hills hung over town 
The milking stools and golden plow, 
the horse I tethered to a steeple­
caught in the wheel that reddens. 
At midsummer, I pulled 
the dead calf out by the heel 
and watched it fatten. 
I was tired, then, of stonecrop 
and tired of garlic, and sick 
of all the burning that it took 
to feed the earth a year. 
I, who had a face to scare 
the moon down, 
knew the weather by my limbs 
and beat the cattle 
with an iris, motioned toward 
my eye in June, and sank 
into the world again. 
It was the fear that killed me: 
that all my fields would 
quit tomorrow, 
and there would be burning 
instead of beauty 
while time hung over my hill town. 
Jennifer Marti 
Photograph of a Soldier 
I see you now 
against a wall 
that is schoolroom green. 
Eyes slit under 
a cocked beret. 
A spanish knife 
hangs to your knee. 
Outside a bicycle 
is tilted in the weeds. 
The club and ball. 
A shocked wheel spins 
in the ash pit 
where we played. 
Your hat blows off 
toward leaves. 
Forsythia shriek and melt. 
A revolver is sharpening aim. 
Childhood smokes 
like a target. You waltz 
backward in a hood. 
I wait in the rubbish yard. 
Your letters float up 
in pieces, fingernail, 
hair. Lemon burns 
in the rag 
like a hieroglyph. 
I think you must 
be air. This sky, 








Thr w k aft r th t rrori t hot hi wif M ndl on took up tenni . No longer in­
re ted in working for Reuter , h quit hi job in T h ran nd r tre ted to the neutrality of the 
New York Racquet Club wher for the n t i month he pent upwards of eight hours a day 
attacking tenni s balls. To the surpris of everyone, within a matter of months the ex­
chronicler of international turmoil had developed among other things, a formidable serve, an 
impeccable drop shot, and a two fi ted backhand that was nothing less than devastating. 
Come evenin·gs, he'd rush home to hi posh eastside townhouse where inevitably he'd 
wind up spending his nights plotting revenge. At first his intention was to blow away the 
Iranian mission and leave things at that. But that was only at first. 
Perhaps it was the balding Arabian who delighted in grunting loudly each and every time 
he hit the ball in order that he might totally disrupt the concentration of the man on the other 
side of the net Or then again, it may ha e been an abra ive Ugandan who was unwilling to 
acknowledge the compulsive regularity with which he foot-faulted, not to mention his pre­
dilection for always pleading ignorance as to the score, unless of course he was the one who 
was winning. Yet whoever or whatever it wa , in what couldn't have been much more than a 
few month's time, Mendleson's antagonisms extended well beyond their original boundaries, 
so that by early summer the man's ire encompas ed most if not al I of the citizenry of Asia and 
Africa. Iranians, Angolans, Pakistanis, Nigerian . He hated them all. 
Curiously, the bulk of his hostilities had materialized on the green decoturf of the racquet 
club where, after all, the man did spend upwards of eight hours a day. Of course there were 
assorted antagonisms that had germinated while he was in transit. A one-eyed Kenyan 
wrapped in gaudy ceremonial garb who'd appeared out of nowhere and summarily dived 
into a cab which only seconds before Mendie on him elf had commandeered to take him to 
the club. And then there was a huge limousine filled with assorted Indonesians, Zambians, 
and Afghans, all grinning like a litter of Cheshire cats as their mulatto driver propelled them 
through a large stagnating puddle, and in the proces irretri vably oiled Mendleson's favorite 
warmup suit. 
At first it seemed as if Mendleson's own private little war had been declared almost 
exclusively on the inhabitants of third world countries. It was as if he'd begun to see anyone 
whose skin wasn 't lily white as little more than an extension of the tanned barbarians who'd 
slaughtered his wife that midsummer's afternoon in the marketplace of Teheran. Yet hatred 
being the compelling mistre s she is, it wac; only a matter of time before the man's venom 
knew no bounds. So it was, that before year' end he'd declared war on Europe. Turks, 
Greeks, Scots, Swedes-by Christma no one eemed immune to the man's ire. Like Hitler, 
his antipathy multiplied at an alma t exponential rate, so that by the spring of the following 
year, when he'd just about completed the finishing t ches on the nuclear device he was 
building in his bathroom, his enemy was no longer the People's Party of Iran, but instead was 
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the ethnic. Anyone whose skin color deviated from his own. Anyone with a trace of an 
accent. They al I had to be annihilated. 
At some point during his grim psychic decline, in deference to his children, Mendleson 
reluctantly agreed to discuss his smoldering emotions with a profe sional. In view of this, in 
between the hours he bashed tennis balls and built atomic bombs, he visited the office of one 
Wendell Cohoes Smith, a mild~mannered, ethnically neutral psychiatrist who, according to 
certain people, had had more than modest success in bridling the passions of certain violent 
types. Thrice a week Mendleson reclined on Smith's couch fondling the throat of his tennis 
racket as he related to the aging analyst residue from a thoroughly pacific childhood which, 
of course, the latter suggested was directly re ponsible for hi recently chol ric di position. As 
it was, six weeks after his introduction to the couch M ndleson quit. Informing Smith he'd 
come to the conclu ion that it was far more important for a man to hav a healthy backhand 
than a healthy ego, he headed directly horn and inserted two rod th size of pencils into the 
atomic bomb that for the past two weeks had been quietly ticking on the top of his commode. 
It was during the next two weeks that Mendleson's descent into p ychic anarchy became 
final and irreversible. To begin with, a hopeless schism developed between him and his 
children-no doubt attributable to the fact that the latter persisted in badgering the man to 
purge his soul on the proverbial couch. In view of this, Mendleson no longer perceived his 
progeny to possess that classic Anglo-Saxon physiognomy he'd put such a premium on, yet 
which in reality they'd never had to begin with. Instead he began to pe ceive subtle innuen­
does of offensive ethnicity about their personages, so much so, that by summertime he 
numbered his offspring among the countless other barbarians who had to be destroyed. 
To further compound matters, by this point in time his tennis game had degenerated into 
little more than an ill conceived, albeit skillful, vendetta, the intent of which was to extinguish 
as many members of the human race as was possible. More and more it had become his 
practice to propel the fuzzy little missiles that bounded off the strings of his racket into the 
bellies and groins of his opponents. Yet incredibly he was tolerated-mainly because of his 
exceptional skills, which admittedly were competent to the point of being frightening. Curi­
ously, his bombastic style drew crowds and generated a heretofore unheard of interest among 
the clientele of the racquet club-the latter consisting of a group that was not only used to 
but, indeed, seemed to thrive on contentious personalities. So it was that politicos, diplomats 
and other questionable types scrutinized with an almost perverse sort of fervor the perilous 
decline of Mendleson's mind. Yet even as they did this they ~ould not help but marvel at the 
fact that such a lunatic could thrash his way to the finals of a tournament in a club populated 
by more than its share of outstanding players. 
Matched up against the son of some oil rich Middle Ea tern sheik, Mendleson surprised 
everyone when on the day before the finals he delivered to the family of his opponent a 
magnificent teak box which years before he and his wife had purchased in Iran. He did this in 
deference to some arcane Moslem custom which he claimed dictated that it was both proper 
and desirable for opponents to exchange gifts before some crucial competition. Indeed, 
Mendleson himself accompanied the box which two stevedores deposited in the living room 
of the sheik's midtown mission apartment. Observing that he'd become familiar with Moslem 
protocol during his years in Teheran, Mendleson made it a point to apologize for the fact that 
the box was sealed, yet promised that he'd bring the key with him to the match the next day. 
Appearing a bit perplexed, the sheik, who fancied himself to be something of a mavin when it 
came to Moslem law, raised his bush}:'. eyebrows, yet nevertheless regained his composure, so
1 
much so in fact, that he reciprocated and sent Mendleson off with a rather large, full bellied 
ivory statue fashioned in the image of an Arabian stallion. 
It was during the ninth game of the third set in the finals that Mendle~n :e:~=id~~~; 
that point in time he'd exhibit~ remarka~le self-contr~w:\~:t~=a~t~:~;~peed of a jungle 
the fact that his opponent, a cinnamon skrn~ed y~~~~ Mendleson who was thrice the lad's 
cat, had given him all he could handle. Yet, mere , ky, d . ht ~ell have won the match 
had matched the Arabian prince stroke for stro e an m,gage, f h' 
had he not let his venom getthe bettero rm. h d landed on the 
It all had something to do with a t~pspin l~b that Mendleso~e7::n:u:;ic: that Mendleson 
baseline yet which the youth in a ·shrill, heav,_ly accenhted,hado .d ed to be the 1·uvenile's 
. d . . ed t Responding tow at e cons, er
positively despise rns,st was ~u · . . ro elled a ball off the strings of 
inherent deceitfulness and offensive ethnic•~~' Mendl~so:~s ~ater ranting and raving, the 
his racket that al~ but e~iscerated t~e yout s nose.offe~he court by three thugs who were 
ex-chronicler of international turmoil ;a~ dr~gge~. Mendleson into the locker room this 
supposedly in the employ of the b~y's ~t er. sco ingd to break a few of the man's ribs, not 
triumvirate straight out of the Arabian Nights proc~d7b .d ework that connected his upper 
to mention destroying two th~usa~d dolla~t wortMo dl~~n was totally incoherent and the 
molars to his incisors. By the_ trm~ it w~s a . ov~:d ::arded the championship trophy to his 
management of the club, which m the mter~m b ff the man's eldest son to come 
opponent by reason of default~ had no choice ut to pe, ,on 
with a straightjacket and take hrs daddy home. d ted Mendleson strapped to a chair 
Hours later, confined to his midtown apartment, a se d ·ng which time he cursed 
rocked back and forth and engaged in an endless mono ogi~;er U:/ which would be the east 
his fellow man and prophesized a;tl~ar ~o'::e~st; t~~ec hundred and eighty pound ther­
side of Manhattan. And all th: w • e_ e c tawollen belly of the ivory stallion he's been the monuclear warhead ~icked perilously •~ ~he th t moment his eight-year-old grandson was 
recipient of the previous ~ay, and wh,c a a there was also the small matter of the 
riding as it it were a bucking b~oncolf. hAndd. of ~o~~ in the hollowed out bottom of the teak 
atomic bomb that Mendleson h1mse a ,mp an 
. ror' s trophy now set upon.box which at that moment his most recent conque h d good day for that compelling
All in all it promised to be a bad day for Man attan an a 
mistress known at Hatred. 
t 
David J. Sheskin 
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Amy Goldman Koss 
Girl in the Green Wool Sweater 
her iris 
seeps humid green 
is she there beyond 
or a hundred miles away 
like the skyline of a city 
on a desert road 
pastel kiss on my ear 
nougat voice cloys my throat 
the taste and smel I of coffee 
brewed slowly through my brain 
Alex Rainey Ward 
15 
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Through the Bird Cage 
The attendant al I but looked in our mouths for gold 
Like a Nazi doctor when he told us 
We must remove our ornaments at the gate, 
Rings, earrings, brooches, buckles, and tieclips, 
Receipted, of course-Life is a routine 
Of confidence. A few stock stories were told 
Of what would happen if we did not: 
There was a big parrot who could take off 
A hubcap as quickly as an urchin, 
Glasses were thin wafers in his beak; 
Another feasted on earrings like grapes; 
Two might fight over an encrusted brooch 
As if they knew a good fence in heaven. 
Nevertheless, so warned, we did not feel 
Quite stripped-some lack of confidence remained. 
The women cringed a bit, knowing they had 
Tender tourmalines mounted on their breasts, 
The men, heavy garnet in their thighs. 
But it was the only way one could enter 
A park ironically named Paradise. 
Suppose the birds mistook a pink earlobe 
For a pendant-a bruise, a purple jewel. 
The attendant, bored with our misgivings, 
Merely said: The park is that way, if you please. 
There was nothing to do but take his word 
For it-we shrugged and entered the bird cage. 
Tentative at first, they flew above us 
As though we flickered, a huge, sluggish fire, 
And then their native confidence returned. 
Still, we moved heavily forward, en masse, 
Into the flung authority of flight, 
Our motto of pretense: In Birds We Trust, 
But nothing could equal that passionate tension. 
The attendant returned our valuables: 
No hubcaps stolen, the urchins looked slack. 
The common birds it seemed that we had freed 
Spattered the pavement with their addled loot­
It had been a disproportionate thing 
Perhaps, a tumid battle of enticement, 
So utterly a matter of confidence-
We mean to spend our money as we please. 




Amy Goldman Koss 
First Job 
Excerpt of a novel in progress 
" Girl in the b by doll," Jo i h ard th ph tograph rs, y calmly b yond a blinding arc of 
high-int n ity lamp aim d at h r, "let' loos n our bow, shall w ? An in h in tim saves your 
bo sand me th has le of having to hoot you all over again." He added, " I'm v ry expensive 
by the hour." 
" But isn't thi how it's worn, Mr. Draper?" Josie asked with perplexity. " With the bow 
tied?" 
Josie felt very inexperienced, a small-town runaway beside two smart city girls, one a 
lissome Latin student, the other a black beauty queen. Both Angelica and Zenobia had 
entered the profession at six. 
A brief silence told her she'd spoken out of turn. She felt the girls' side glances. From the 
start each had pegged her for a greenhorn, perhaps because she'd bubbled so in the dressing 
room. Or because she lacked modeling stories to swap. It embarrassed her to feel both 
presumed she expected top billing as the mandatory white model. Today they were posing for 
a chain of di scount department stores expanding in the metropolitan area. Their boss, Mr. 
Haskin, had grilled her about her glands prior to hiring her. Days earlier, a model under him 
had sweat through several nighties, and caused costly delay, before the cl imactic take. 
Certain he expected big things of her (just as he did of all his girls, if he was to be believed), 
Josie prayed nobody would notice the stains growing beneath her own armpits. Angelica and 
Zenobia shared a sponge with her, then struck poses with practiced solemnity before hot 
floods again . Josie envisioned fleetingly a portion of Lake Huron locked in ice. At the same 
time, they could hear clients break an almost reverential hush to bargain for Jack's expertise 
with assistants of his in the undergarment gallery in the next room of hi s busy studio. 
Somewhere outside an elevated train came hugging a curve aloud. 
" Yes," Jack was talking down a bit to her, "some wear it tight. But sixteen mi Ilion consum-
ers in eight states are dying to see where your breast st rts. Oh, yes! A thousand sexually 
repressed boys browsing their Sunday supplements will probably enjoy thei r f irst orgasm over 
you. And you. And you," he predicted with an air of importance. 
" You' re the main reason some buy the paper. So let's be open-minded about this, girls." 
They tittered. Jack seemed fairly easy to please. Josie thought he sympathized. Surely a man 
who photographed lingerie in a gallery of fascinating landscapes of his knew what it was to 
swallow pride?
" Besides, another thousand will keep you close to their hearts," he added to reinforce 
rapport. " Or in their drawers or wallets. Men, too. Long as we loosen up a bit. Angelica, 
you ' re pouting again." 
" The women in Cosmo look out of sorts this month." 
" The girls in Seventeen are all in stitches. Smile." 
Josie smiled . 
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"Excellent. Remember now. You're waiting for your boyfriends to come marching home. 
You've been staring over the widow's walk for ages. Peer beneath your hands. Fine. Here 
they come, over the horizon!-Zenobia, look delighted.-Hold it!" 
They waited. Zenobia broke a silence. "We cramping your style, or what?" 
"Patience." He adjusted a lens. "I intend to do you proud," he explained firmly. "At this 
point, your portfolio's what counts. Not money. Between you and me," he lowered his voice 
to say, "Haskin pays beginners dirt. White, black, or purple." 
"Tell him, then, why don't you? We need a raise." 
Josie said nothing lest the grapevine depict her as an ingrate and Mr. Haskin fire her. She 
needed her commission. And others. Fast. 
last week, on arrival in Chicago, she'd had to put down sixty dollars against her first 
month's rent. Her deposit, her food, a few bus fares had all but put her out of pocket. How 
long could you stretch five dollars in the city? she wondered. 
"Somebody's smile's slipping. Let's have more curvature up front." 
"Huh? Oh." Josie loosened her bow a little. "This better?" 
"More," said Angelica, comely in see-through teddy. "Pollyannas always pound
pavement." 
"Hey." Zenobia protested in a polyester body suit that made her appear prudish by 
contrast. "Be nice to the poor kid. You was young once." 
"Ladies? A little more, please." Jack peered through cameras on tripods. "Those who 
titivate triumph." 
Zenobia cocked one gartered leg on a stiletto heel upon a riser. Angelica glanced enviously 
at her. She thrust her own ample bosom forward to command the most attention. After 
hesitation, Josie bared one breast. Zenobia muttered. "Did I say wait on the White Sox?" 
"This what you want?" Josie asked in a small voice. 
"Tie it, please. Loosely." 
"Thank you." Josie retied her front. "Now?" 
"Chin up." 
They heard her attempt to smile, her mouth gone dry suddenly with the recollection she 
was consummating a childhood dream of hers. She licked her lips without permission. Jack 
signed. Momentarily he straightened up. 
"We shave before shooting," he told her lightly. "I don't recall your contract calling for 
shadow. Do you?'' 
"No, sir." She had no contract yet. Hers was a trial period. 
His implicit disapproval seemed as much a threat to her future with Models Galore as it 
was a tacit compliment for the prepared others. "As I recall, the old girl fills you in at the
agency.'' 
"Miss Unanue's out with the flu." 
"And her substitute?" 
"The agency's jammed with applicants." 
"To the rafters." Angelica backed her up. So did Zenobia: "All we get there's the in-and-
out routine." 
"Well, may I suggest you exercise more control. On the ground floor." 
"Excuse me?" 
Angelica spoke in an aside. "Your breadbasket, babe." 
"Yes," he said thankfully. "Before somebody kicks up a storm and files a lawsuit over
you." 
"Oh." 
Josie :r rts showed Jack their hands, while she turned toward~ mir~or_nearhby. d 
tucked 
~~~;;:aPresently she turned around, assume
a few stray pubic hairs into er ' in, . , 
an impromptu pose. rf II O ·n a blush suffused the pretty fine features "Charming,, Jack delcared chee u y. nee aga, ' . 
around her st~ady blue eyes, and he snapped the first picture of the morning. 
"Hope we see you aga1·n,,, Jack said politely, with a wink at Josie, when the three models 
stepped out of the Iimelight. "Ne~tl" d . k th . places with a flutter of excitement. 
1 
At once, another trio of _scantily cla g,r s to~ f th:~ out in the reception room. One girl 
Others waited impatiently, in street ~lothlels, mo~ o b -~fcase on her knees to emphasize a 
buttered up the receptionist, occas,ona y tapping a rt 
point, in a halter top and G-s~~ing. . Id J . . the dressing room. "Just like at school.
"It's like this everywhere, Zenobia to os,e in 
You're only a number to them." f mercial art class in eighteen minutes.
Josie dressed quickly. She was to pose or a com 
Angelica offered to buy her a drink. . ,, 
"Thanks," she said. "Maybe next time. . . 
Angelica shrugged, but Josie could sense her d1~appo1ntment. d rushed off to a ballroom 
"That's a fine way to make friends," Zenobia laughed, an 
dancing test. Josie apologized to Angeli~a. . n ,, 
"I'd love to, actually. Maybe when I find tm~e we ca_ · h d 




september 28 1983 (late at night at Ivan's bookshop, 
aspen co) 
it is cold tonight. bracing pine chill gusts of gaunt breath against the streetlamp 
glow dark cheekbone shoulders etched against the sharp timbernight wind. brrr the 
aspens turning stark spatterings of cadmium yellow against the distinguished 
brooding green high country pine scrub dying into deep maroon russet amber 
embers scorching shades reworked in darkness by the haggard spirit of lunatic 
palettes. here i sit thoughts drifting away across barren landscapes of the past. quietly 
knitting my brow troubled needles of pain twitching lightly over my face like 
pinpoints of arctic snow. reliving dreams and dreams of dreams. back back back 
clickety clickety clack. all is fiction now. i slack down in my rocking chair clock 
tick-tocking against the starry starry night rickety legs stretching woolen feet to the 
pot-belly stove. worn-out flames flicker through the ice in my tumbler eyes melting 
reflections in bourbon warmth in my gut. my jeans ripped-out faded and unpatched 
and gaping knees showing through/legs like scarred old boards held together at the 
joints by rusty nails. easy silence tears running down the inside of my face. Ivan sits 
next to me smoking his pipe sending billowing blue tobacco clouds into the rafters 
which creak and moan with the buffeting force of the winter wind. i wonder what he 
is thinking. i wonder what my own thoughts words dreams experiences memories 
will resemble in sixty years. will my loves just be fading photographs or sketches on 
the wall. his pipe is out. he wordlessly arises and goes into the kitchen (bang of pots 
clink of dishes in the sink gentle words to Cinnamon) and comes back with a bottle of 
Mexican beer. dos equis like C. and i used to drink. another marvelous piece of scrap 
is sacrificed to the blaze sparks racing up the chimney pipe like aerolites and comets 
adrift falling stars in fragile reverse. his rocker creaks with a heavy sigh. Kolya stumps 
into the room giving my hand a perfunctory how-do-you-do lick and collapses 
against the back door with a quiet grumble. Koobie, the cat, sits on my lap purring 
away like a motorboat. i hunch down in my ragged baggy travellin sweater worn to 
disrepair and back again thoughts unravellin unwinding pulling strings of midnight 
yarns to vanish down the highway. yellowed newspaper clippings and discolored 
photos of long dead heroes and poets lie cropped edited and unused on the 
cutting-room floorboards to be swept up and discarded only bits and pieces making 
in onto the final page randomly deranged and juxtaposed. and in this mirror i see an 
elderly man sitting alone at a desk turning rolltop pages searching for a lost moment 
countenance weathered wrinkled in time tracing dark circles around his eyes on the 
age. the moon sits aswirl and pale through the skylight tugging at my heart a tender 
tide pulling me down out of heaven. the wind cries out. Ivan strikes a match against 
the front of the stove and re-lights his pipe. van Gogh gazes down on us from a print 
thumb-tacked up on the slanting ceiling a brooding tortured ghost in dreams as these. 
Gogol, Dos, Hesse, Kafka all keep us company tonight kindred spirits keeping silent 
vigil over those fractured souls still bound to the earth but who feel the drag and pull 
upwards into the heavens. a delicate equilibrium exists for those on the perimeter on 
the edge. here within these soft walls this sanctuary i have taken refuge and asylum 
from the chill night. i stand up thoughts evaporating in my chair and prepare to leave 
scuffing my sneakers on the worn brick floor. Ivan looks up from his book and peers 
at me through his glasses expectantly "well Ivan i guess i'II see you when i'II see you. 
i've gotta be up at six to catch the bus down to Glenwood." " right on, Bob" and me 
closing the door firmly and stepping out into the brilliant radiant night. homeward 





Hijeska says some like to cut 
and are pathological with little 
remorse for the ones that slip 
away. 
Profe sional a they are 
educated and knowing surgery 
i legal. 
I feel that stainless never. 
with the opening up 
sometimes, even when the body 
is not a strong one 
there is a crisp fabric 
gathering 
in the ti le bright room 
bowing my head 
once again I am made wholly 
certain my mortality 
is nearer than my patient's 
and 
I am healed 
Vance James Wissinger, Jr. 
What Is Art 
Does it leak 
is there a place to exchange it 
doe it come in any other color 
does it cum at all 
where are the electric guitars 
Is that the same with bad breath 
Did it give you blisters 
What of dreams color or black and 
white does it sleep at all 
can I make any money for this deal 
do you have to be educated 'bout it 
Don't ask 
Your place or mine 
don't tel I me 
let me figure it out 




I dream of you waking and sleeping. 
You steal into my mind uninvited. 
I've hit the bottom of the well 
fallen to the bottom of a bo~omless well 
I can't fall anymore. ' 
I dream on. 
I dream of you tossing me over your shoulder 
carrying me down the stairs. ' 
Seeing 
Two creeks 
tumble, swish, and clatter 
down the mountainside 
I 
merge at the cliff 
and drop in wild abandon 
at the headwaters, 
shouting Hosanna in the 
frenzy of blue-white froth. 





A turned back. 
I dream on. 
I dream of red roses 
in a cut glass vase, 
left on my dresser 
with an unsigned card. 
Seeing 
A shell strewn beach 
the beating ocean ' 
breaking over it, 
pulling back and forth 
in the rhythm of time, 
capable of pounding with deafening force 
and reshaping the shore, 
leaving gifts of 
agates, starfish and sand dollars. 
I dream of you waking and sleeping. 
Violent dreams. 
Blood-stained wrists 
filling the bathtub. 
Clawed and empty eye sockets. 
A crash into a buttressed bridge. 
A bullet in the back. 
I dream on. 
I dream of you taking me by the hand 
an leading rn away, 
to a new beginning. 
Seeing 
Hill ays r en, 
rive ays blue, 




I dream of you aking and sleeping. 
Guilt soaked dreams. 
Of lying eyes, 
broken vows · 
unanswered ph nes. 
I dream on. , ._ . , : 
I dream of you wrapping your arms around rh~,: • ·:.· : .- ~-
my h ad on your chest. \ t. ·'-: · 
Seeing 
Two t king chairs, 
rigid oak and bent willow. . .••. .,, . 
Set on a porch on a warm summertime ~is~~;<\~:'':>":· 
ere ·ng out a stow blues melody /~t}' ~-- _. ... 
while fireflies strobe in the dark. . ·_., ;. ~:.\· 





I dream of you waking and sleeping. 
Sc anting dreams, 
Y take me by the hand, 
wrap you_r arms around me, 
to s l'ti ver your shoulder, 
re ro e wait in the car. 
We are going to the lawyer. 
I kick. I beat. 
I shout. I plead. 







Two Poems by Anna Akhmatova (1889-1966) 
naa~uaT& nepBoe. Hoqb. TToHenenhHHK. 
QqepTaHbR eTonHu~ BO urne. 
COQHHHn xe KaKOH-TO 6e3nenhHHK, 
4To 6MBaeT n~60Bb Ha 3eMne. 
MOT neHOeTH HnH co eKyKH 
Bee IlOBepH~H, TaK H XHByT: 
~nyT CBH~aHHH, 60HTCH pa3nyKH 
M n~60BHWe neeHH no~T. 
Ho HHWM OTKp~BaeTCR TaiHa, 
~ noqHeT Ha HHX THWHHa ••• 
H Ha 3TO HSTKHynacb enyqa~HO 
Me Tex nop Bee KaK 6ynTo 6on&Ha. 
Monday. The twenty-first. It's night. 
The city's outlines in the shadows. 
Just think, some fool invented, 
That there is love on this earth. 
So all the bored and the idle 
They believed him. And thus they live: 
Awaiting encounters, dreading partings 
And all singing chants of love. 
But to some the mystery is unveiled, 
And silence befalls them ... 
Unwittingly I stumbled on this 
And since then I've been ailing somewhat. 
(1917) 
translated by Tatiana Suchovy Liaugminas 
He ~wwanH M~ COHHhlMH MaKaMH, 
~ CBOe~ Mhl He 3HaeM BHH~. 
non KaK~MH ~e 3H03~H~~H 3HBKa~H 
M~ Ha rope ce6e poxneHw? 
~ KaKoe KpOMeWHOe BapeBO 
IlonHecna HaM HHBapcKaH TbMa? 
~ KaKoe He3pHMoe aapeBo 
Hae no CBeTa CBOnHnO C yMa? 
We did not inhale somniferous poppies 
We do not know why we have this guilt. 
Then under what constellations 
Were we born into sorrow and grief? 
And what was that infernal brew 
Served to us by darkness in January? 
And what was that invisible radiance 





Lloyd loves a sociopath 
Ah Joseph, I fell so desperately. Night never ends 
in his eyes. There are no windows. No light. I'm so 
attracted to ambiguity. To questions. We were at the 
grocery store and a man stopped us. A security guard. 
He claimed that Martin had not paid for the cigarettes 
in his pocket. I knew nothing. Martin looked at the 
man vacantly. As if the guard was unclear. lndisti net. 
A useless and purposeless form. 
There is a strength here. It i n't s If-determination. 
It goes beyond arrogance. It is much impl r than any 
branch of self-explanation. It resembles consumption. 
Where time is one's heartbeat. Where inanimate objects 
sink into one's skin. 
Martin walked out the door. The guard did not move. 
In the face of enlightenment he was immobile. I later 
learned that Martin had stolen the cigarettes. He lit 
one casually as we drove away, flinging the cellophane 
onto the parking lot. 
Right and wrong are irrelevant words, based invisibly 
and precariously on divisions. On futile distinctions. 
I understand what Martin does not trouble himself with. 
I understand the mechanism. When life is evaluative 
then life is preoccupied and ultimately faceless. When 
good and bad serve as markers, life's very spirit is 
hopelessly constricted. 
I fell into want and love and all the ropes that cry 
out for climbing smell of redemption. As if there was 
something to save. Life is a blur-as indistinct as one's 
breathing. Punctuated by ins and outs like the tide. 
Like a sexual thrust. 
Martin makes love to me with a violent distance. In 
the rebellion of passion he resembles a child. For 
a brief moment everything is focused. A moment when 
everything makes sense because everything is irrelevant. 
His mane smiles across his back like a whip. 
I do not search for questions, Joseph. They pour down 
off rooftops and soak my feet like rain and wine. Martin 
reaches out to me in his sleep. True compassion is 
unconscious. 
The blur is terminal. The blood does not stop. 





I first met Amanda in 1910, I think. Or maybe it was 1911-it's difficult to be precise about 
these tracings through time. Yet I am certain we both died in 1947, only to be reborn again 
that same year, at different points of the United States of America. The fire wasn't terrible. We 
both died of smoke inhalation. It's not so bad to breathe your last huddled into a loved one, 
without the loneliness that often comes with old age. We also avoided those stale regrets over 
past mistakes, missed triumphs. And we have never put much store in the future. 
In our second known lives, Amanda was born in California, a golden surfing girl. A 
common beauty among beauties. An L.A. skateboardist, at home on wheels. I am from 
Illinois, grown among cornfields, temperature extremes, black crows, and dangerous winds. 
Skinny, nervous, out-of-fashion. While Amanda flew down the boardwalk, I stumbled over 
cracks in the sidewalk. While she screwed in parked cars overlooking the ocean, I wrote and 
tore up love letters in my cheerful yellow bedroom. 
How did we become friends? Obviously, it was destiny. Recognition. Telepathy. She came 
to Illinois to visit her father and his new wife. It being June, she had no suspicion of winter's 
trials, and stayed. She was twenty-two. Obtained a job in a shoe store, owned fifty-eight pairs 
of shoes. Size seven. I met her when I came to the Shoe-A-Ree to purchase some utilitarian 
work boots that were all the rage at' the campus I was attending. As I laced them-I never 
allow clerks to lace my shoes, it makes me nervous-I met her eyes as she stood. Small, 
slanted grey eyes, foreign-looking and sharp, set in a broad, cheeky face, holding a smile full 
of polished teeth-well, we never really forget the people we fry with. I knew her then. We 
made small talk about the university in the small university town we lived in. Amanda hated 
school. She bemoaned her job, the weather, and the lack of sporting activities in the Midwest, 
having a strong dislike for volleyball, the only sport among her new friends who were more 
adapted to watching TV artd drinking beer than to frolicking in the sun or snow. Winter sports 
were far beyond her comprehension, anyway. She believed that the cold winds froze her 
lungs, that ice crystals formed inside her and grew. I left that day, for some reason, with a pair 
of black high-heeled pumps. I have never O'"ned a pair of heels before or since. Those, and 
Amanda's phone number. 
We became inseparable friends. I was a person she could advise; she was a person I could 
protect. Appalled by my awkwardness, which has never entirely gone away, Amanda lec­
tured me on clothes, makeup, manners of stature-important in the social realm. I taught her 
to adopt a twang, to hunch a bit, to drink domestic beer-to blend into her environment. Her 
hair began to darken into brown. She took a stronger interest in books. And she taught me the 
rudiments of sex, the one matter in her life that she fully controlled. 
She was into the physicality of the act, not the personalities of the men. It was the only sport 
left to her in the long winter months. She knew the science of sex and contraception, the 
penis and vagina graphic maps in her mind. 
"The pill has an efficiency rate of 95 to 98 percent, when used regularly," she would 
lecture me. "The IUD sometimes causes pelvic inflammation." 
" I heard about this girl who had to have her IUD cut out of her," is the sort of thing I would 
say. " I know a girl who got cervical cancer after taking the pill for five years." It was the 
horror stories I remembered. Amanda recalled the statistics. 
In the semester following our meeting, Amanda enrolled at the university. She started out in 
the Art Department, thinking it would be the easiest subject. Her professors berated her for 
her lack of talent. 
" Sit still in that chair, will you? How do you expect me to get your profile if you keep 
squirming around?" 
I sp nt hour in that chair, and she never got it right. 
I, being a ma ochist, majored in business and management. I hated it, even though I made 
straight A's. I had nasty nightmares about columns of figures, men in black suits. Eventually, 
Amanda totalled them for me. I painted pictures of spring growths, winter barns. We both 
made the Dean' s List. 
By graduation, Amanda had traded in her bright miniskirts and short shorts for blue jeans. I 
wore blue jeans, too. Our hair grew long and brown. We became active politically, working 
in shelters, hospitals, marching for civil rights, women's rights, nuclear disarmament. Of 
course, we were a little late for all the big stuff-it was 1975, with all the rads burnt out and 
cynical, and everybody going to discos, dancing to the beat. We felt adventurous, al~ne in a 
sea of barbarians. We tried working, but it didn't work out, so we went to grad school instead, 
goalless and happy in our grungy, grey and undecorated apartment. . 
It was during this period that Amanda's mother died. October 1st, 1976. The funeral was rn 
Redondo Beach; the plan was to place her on a mausoleum shelf. They didn't have enough 
real estate in L.A. to waste it by allowing people to moulder away beneath it. 
We scraped together our funds, borrowed more from Amanda's many boyfriends, and 
caught a plane to the great West. Below, I spotted the Grand Canyon, a melted wedge of 
chocolate. I have always regretted missing the sense of expanse in my life. 
Amanda laughed when I said I wished we'd driven. "What? To see a big hole? To stay in 
dingy motels? Wait'II you see the ocean!" 
Amanda had no patience with deserts. 
When we got to the airport, her brother greeted us. A tall, weedy fellow with Paul Newman 
eyes. " It' s so sad, " he said, dabbing at them with a monogrammed hankie. He wore deck 
shoes without socks. A sign of the rich, I ,had been told once, at home. 
The brother, whose name was Steve, drove us in his white Porsche to a shabby bungalow 
beside the sea, passing beneath the arches of Redondo Beach. The house was pink stucco 
surrounded by a chain link fence. " Mother left it to you," Steve sniffed, opening the gate. "All 
she gave me was the boat." . . . 
It was an unhappy affair. Mother was burned, her ashes laid to rest in a ceramic Jar 
purchased from an Indian at a roadside stand. Amanda had decided to forego the 
mausoleum, instead placing her mother on the mantle above the artificial fireplace. 
"She was never around much when I was a kid," Amanda said. " Now she'll be home all 
the time." 
It turned out Mother had left Amanda quite a wad. We didn't even have our things shipped, 
but bought all new belongings, befitting our new clime. Bikinis and shorts. Tee shirts _and 
Nikes. Skateboards and roller skates. Boogie boards and surf boards. The waves crashed in at 
night like the sound of trees hitting the glass during a storm. The air was steadily hot. I ran 
fevers. I broke out at the thought of salt. But I adapted. 
33 
Amanda bloomed. She skated; I fell. She tanned; I burned. But after the third layer of new 
skin, I stopped burning. I met friends, took classes in tarot readings. Watched the bronze men 
trooping in and out of Amanda's bedroom. Even grabbed a few for myself. 
It was through a class in Reincarnation and Hypnosis that we discovered the link of our 
early deaths. Touching the hot door with our girlish fingertips, we held the fire away, our 
breaths mingling until they were taken. We left our fingerprints on that door, our bodies rolls 
of clay behind it. 
And it's still that way, in our land of heat. Amanda now wears suit, manages a computer 
firm begun with the dwindling fund of Mother' inheritance. I teach art to third graders with 
blu punk haircuts at the Redondo Beach rade school. With the children, I paint palm trees, 
whitecaps, the face of women. Amanda and I k ep the gate to our pink bungalow hut, the 







in the chimney 
-a puff 
of radio dust 
silently bursts 
over the refrigerator, 
-I mu ttake 












ignored business stories 
pass 
over the even blades, 
invisible. 
Waiting 
at the bottom 
of 
Hilltop Drive, 







The call home didn't do any good. 
Instead, we ended up hearing Mom 
tell Aunt Carlou about three night­
mares she had. We listened and 
laughed along as we waited for orders 
of brunch to arrive in the hamburger 
restaurant. 
"Your sister and Randy will officially 
become the owners of their first house 
tonight!" Mom told us at dinner that 
same week in August. The new home owners 
were coming over that evening because 
Debbie wanted to watch the "movie of the 
week." It was titled Having Babies, and 
starred Karen Valentine. 
Later that evening, Randy would take 
me out to the driveway, and leaning 
against the car, show me the deed to the 
house, while discussing, with appropriate 
seriousness, the various financial detai Is. 
It was at this point in the evening 
that Debbie left the "movie of the week" 
(during a tv commercial), to cry in the 
bathroom. 
It was at this point in the evening 
that Randy and the August moon seemed 
very far away--when I voluntarily 
hallucinated my dead Grandfather, 
standing next to the front-lawn maple, 





Una tarde parda y fria 
de invierno. Lo colegiales 
e tudian. Monotonia 
de iluvia tra los rist le . 
Es la clase. En un cartel 
sa representa a Cain 
fugitivo, y muerto Abel, 
junta a una mancha carmin. 
Con timbre sonoro y hueco 
truena el maestro, un anciano 
mal vestido, enjuto y seco, 
que lleva un libro en la mano. 
Y todo un coro infantil 
va cantando la leccion; 
mil veces ciento, cien mil, 
mil veces mil, un million. 
Una tarde parda y fria 
de invierno. Los colegiales 
estudian. Monotonia 
de la lluvia en los cristales. 
Antonio Machado 
Childhood Memory 
by Antonio Machado 
An afternoon chill and gloomy 
in winter. Youth studies in a class 
in the private school. Monotony 
of rain trailing along set glass. 
Here, the class. There, a poster hung 
with a portrayal of Cain 
tearing away, and Abel, slung, 
is brother to a crimson stain. 
With a timbre puffed up and arched 
the master thunders, old and frail 
and poorly arrayed, gaunt and parched, 
with a book laid from palm to nail. 
And all the innocent choir sings 
in progression the lesson: 
"a thousand times a hundred, a hundred thousand; 
a thousand times a thousand, one million." 
A chill and lowering afternoon 
in winter. Children in the class 
are studying. Monotony 
of drops falling on brilliant glass. 
translated, from the Spanish, 
by Kenneth Schulze 
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P.T. Tuner 
A Nocturnal Chain Reaction 
The giant orb which guards the night, 
Shivers in a startled fright 
And star-filled oceans overhead 
Shake in crystalline delight. 
The woods are vast and bathed in light, 
The hills submerge in silver dreams, 
A bear with giant sterling paws 
Grasps a fish with vice-like claws. 
The peace erupts; a spark ignites 
As startled shadows fade in fright, 
A twig is broke and seeks respite 
For shattered stillness in the night. 
In the woods I hear a scream 
Of demons waking from a dream, 
The fish is thrown into the heavens; 





The Broken World 
Picture him. His father's chest exploding dark with hair-muscled rich baroque. The flash 
of TV wrestling stains his face. Beefy scowling men in swollen tights-their privates drawn in 
tight from harm-locked grunting, sprawled. A world of sweaty cheering, cries and smoke 
that licks the air. 
See it now. The room was dark and shadows fed themselves as pulsing wild-maned 
wrestlers stomped the canvas floor. The challenges and threats. That microphone. A jacket 
and a tie. The struggling heavy men, snaked legs and hands. His father, sleeping, lulled by 
phony violence, a shirtless show. Sounding drunk, superior, his father laughed "It's all a 
show." And he, not sleeping, not adult, has no idea what he's been shown. 
Hair. Slick rings of it. His father left them in the tub like something microscopic out of size, 
distorted, strange, or solo strands, dark dustings on a towel, a chair, the curling bristly ones 
that shaped themselves, leering from the floor, the sink. 
His brother, older, holds him down so easily, but never long enough. Their scuffling hatred 
isn't real, just kids excited by the night and fantasies of strength. The hands and arms he wants 
are heavier, unknown. And he imagines swelling with the years. He haunts a museum's 
armor hall and finds himself in every case, protected, grave. His cut-out books were castles, 
Camelot. He longs to be a knight whose armor is himself. 
Once he showered with his father, young, a boy who wondered at the weight his father hid 
between those legs. Even heavy-eyed and wet, his father's distance doesn't change-the 
steaming stall could open up to archways, flagstone floors, a cool and bannered hall with 
burnished armor trees. His mother says the word has Latin love in it: "Remove the 'r' " she 
says, and spells it "A-M-O-R. See?" 
And then, discovering himself at night, as he has heard his brother do, the visions come. He 
is hairy too and showers with a teacher, Mr. Anyone, whose heavy shoulders, arms he smears 
with soap, circular and slow. The teachers change, but always he's the special boy. 
He has never touched a man or boy except in fights, or playing, except with words and they 
are uglier, impossible to kill and so the rumor spreads that he thinks Ken, class president, is 
handsome, fine (he told a girl? they guessed?), and Ken confronts him after gym class, the 
locker room is armed with boys, a deadly coliseum, waiting savage eyes. Ken, a cold four­
teen, unzips his fly to fill the air with cruelty. "You wanna suck my dick? You wanna, huh? 
Come on, faggot, suck me off." And he can only stammer no. The ringing bell. Laughter. The 
circle breaks. Ken follows him with threats: "I'll fuck you up." 
But all this passes soon. There are other weaklings set alight like worms that writhe and 
whip the flame-the stutterers, the scared, the shy, the fools. He doesn't feel a thing­
yawning cuts off tears-just dreams of towers, walls, a visionary world. 
The mirror loses him. He watches people: escalator woman struggling with a purse, bent 
flicking back the streaky hair that blurs her searching hands, a man whose shoulder drapes a 
sportcoat, blue, the harmony of texture, shape, a secret there-simplicity. The mirror loses 
him and then one night a date ends all the fumbling times. The rushing slip inside a girl. He 
wonders what to say or feel. Oblivion. The sighing hands. He needs the blindness of this girl 
who sees herself through him attractive, stronger, free. 
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He goes away to college having learned the lesson of himself: his eyes are blue-grey, sharp, 
aloof; his hips and hands are slim, expressive of clear thought, perhaps, are beautiful and 
true. Tall, flat belly, chest, dark hair, rounded ass, he sees the vision Debby photographed and 
carries it, his memo pad, a don't forget-
And in the snowy wasteland north of home where buildings mock the past in ugly concrete 
sneers, he feels safer, older, more unknown, a man, eighteen, who drinks and farts and tells 
his roommate lies: girls and drugs, a borrowed past, his brother's life or anyone's. 
His roommate Bill? Too beautiful. Stocky high school wrestler, tight-skinned, drawn-in 
steely waist, thick tower of a man, that armor-plated chest. Too beautiful to see, so he looks 
sideways, partial, not at all. And listens to the night-time slap and groan as if the hand were 
his. Oh God. 
Picture holding Bill, a drunk embrace, or slipping to his bed or turning practice holds ("I'll 
show you how") from competition to release. Picture touching nipples swollen by the muscle 
sea they ride. See all of that. He does. 
Party. Dancing slow. A quiet girl. Playful, cool, her fingers stroke his neck. Private circle 
warm with music, wine and shifting subtle feet. A hand, a nudge from somewhere else, a 
pressure in the crowd. Insistent, cold. The touch is masculine and hard against his back. He 
eyes a man, a man who sees. Upstairs with this girl he sinks in her, pulled deeply from the 
truth. 
Someone in his dorm has died, the student paper richly nonchalant: "sexual asphyxia­
tion." But details storm their seven floors. A boy, his age, blue-striped tie around his neck and 
nothing more, the other end is hidden in a fist, the final spurting drying on his chest and 
untied hand. 
He reads the article transfixed by what he knows beyond the neutral nightmare words. The 
vision of that unknown boy, the tie, the fist, his fist, and Bill is slipping off a jacket and a tie, 
and smoke, and cheers and grunting throws, he pulls his jeans off, breathing ritual and quick. 
There at his desk he wishes he could die Iike that. 
Lev Raphael 
The Watchers 
He sat at the window on the brow of a world he would never know except for watching. 
Years ago he had traded his mobility to a brutish accident in exchange for an abundance of 
time. Space for time. Considering the alternative, it wasn't a bad trade. 
The window was his proscenium, opening onto the valley below. It was his watching 
place. Here he marked the seasons and watched each become another, noting subtle 
changes. But most of all he watched the crows. Like himself, they lived here all year long, 
they in the valley space and he in the stilted house on the western edge of it. 
A dusky river ran beyond, near it a blacktop highway. On this side of the valley ran the 
railroad, raised on an embankment, standing above the field. From the watcher's view, the 
field fitted snugly between. It was green in spring, damp brown after plowing, combed out in 
rows of corn in summer, and tan in fall. 
His favorite season was winter. Under light snow the bare trees and wire fences lent 
delicate geometry to the snowy ground, forming a perfect backdrop for watching the birds. It 
was a winter Wyeth painting. And he was a happy watcher. 
Beside the window one afternoon in late fall, he sat in the wheelchair. Hand at wheel he 
leaned forward to gain a decent address to the lens, rolling forward when he found it. A pair 
of large binoculars were perched at eye level on a wood track suspended across the window, 
a distance of about ten feet. The track also held a large telescope, a pair of small binoculars, 
and three cameras, one with telescopic lens. Below the window on a wide sill were his 
reference books, a recorder, and his supplies for the day. 
He watched the crows milling about where the corn had been. As a watcher in full 
confinement, he had embarked on a serious trip. He was studying the behavior of Corvinae 
Corvus Brachyrhncos, the common crow, in the latitude of 39 degrees north. A well-worn 
hardback notebook lay open at his lap and arong the spine was a fine point drafting pen. He 
kept careful notes and sketches in black India ink. He was a careful watcher. 
The crows fed quietly with little movement. Even from this distance the flock extended 
beyond his optical field. There were perhaps five thousand present, not a large flock but 
larger than average. Near the center a cloud of crows rose in swirls of short playful flight, then 
to alight. The quiet country scene was animated by their guile and their humor. Overhead in 
the far corners of the place, sentries perched. That's how they worked. He never understood 
why the flyers were always there but they were everpresent. While the feeders fed and the 
sentries watched, the crows took turns in the dar.k cloud above. 
Reflecting on the nature of Corvus society, he experienced an otherworldly sensation. He 
had developed great respect for their ability to solve the problems they faced. The crow 
possessed a transcendency of wisdom, made to seem remarkable only by lack of remark. The 
wisdom was just kind of there. And he was convinced that there is a reciprocity between the 
watcher and the watched. Sometimes he felt they wer~. playing to him, him left to wonder 
who was watching whom. 
As he adjusted the focus a Chrysler station wagon passed northward on the highway at 
reduced speed. It nearly stopped as it came to an old white barn. Since it was beyond his 
field, he failed to notice. So did the crows, for as he watched, their busyness was not 
interrupted. He would have noticed that. 
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The car continued up the road about a mile to a railroad crossing, turned around and 
headed south again. Inside were four young men, dressed for hunting. There was a place 
along the road which opened to a full view of the field ahead. They saw the crows and they 
were excited. 
By intent they were rabbit hunters, but not today. They had hunted until the last legal hour 
with n? game to show. Now they were bringing their young skill and great heart against the 
crow, ,n whose defense they knew not of any law. At this moment they tingled with what 
hunters are tingled by. 
The old white barn had aged into a slight lop b ide the road. When the car approached 
th~ b_arn, it slowed and pulled onto the b rm, topping at th foot of the slope. The hunters, by 
this time pretty near to wetting their pant in excitem nt, decided to reconnoiter. 
From his natural loge seat across the valley, th watcher first saw the car as it pulled off the 
road. He understood the event as surely as if he had read the playbill. Over the years he had 
seen_it many ~imes. The boys were fulfilling a prophecy of the law. Having been forced to stop 
hunting rabbits at 4:30 pm, when plenty of light remained, they were just about to break 
another part of the same law. Shooting from the highway is a felony in this state. And they 
knew it. But the lines of the law and the coursing of ancient juices would find a crossing. 
As the boys peered over the rim of the bank they were sti Iled. The field was black with prey, 
reaching as far as could be seen from the low angle, and near the center a sea of crows rose 
like a soundless spray in a high wind. 
Returning to the car for the weapons, they chose to space themselves out along the bank. At 
a signal they charged up the slope. The attack was on. The boys were ready to do what brings 
honor to hunters and warms their circled fires. 
What they found ... was nothing. Up and down and across the valley as far as they could 
see, there was not a single crow. Not one. Then they heard a distant crackling laughter which 
seemed to come from all directions at once, but faintly. 
This little meadow-drama gave great amusement to the watcher. From afar he saw the boys 
look side to side in wonder, displaying the antic pose of crows looking crookedly sidewise at 
each other, but without humor. Yes. He watched them turn and walk back to the car. 
Most hunters called it quits at this point. But there was a best next step. He wondered if they 
would find it. He wheeled himself over to the telescope and began to focus on the hunters. Of 
a sudden then, they entered the car, turned around and purposefully headed north. 
You had to be a local to understand what they were going to do. Just beyond the railroad 
crossing there was a gravel road which found a way back toward the field between the hill 
and the railroad. They intended to arrive at the other side of the field under the visual shield of 
the embankment. It would take about five minutes. 
The hunters had no way of knowing about the high-tech watcher on the hill. They didn't 
need to. But they should have known that crows are watchers too and their optics and sentries 
are built in. 
The flock they had seen is the natural community of crows. It may be as small as ten or as 
great as ten thousand in this part of the country. The flock combines instant communication 
with instantaneous response. Folklore around the world speaks of crows whispering their 
secrets to each other. The secrets are about food and owls and seasons and danger and 
cousins and jokes about people. And they are perceptive in fine distinctions. Their number 
sense is second only to men. He believed that a crow in flight could distinguish between a 
man with a stick and a man with a gun. 
He checked his watch and reached for the small binoculars, aiming downward over the 
knoll below the house. That was where the gravel road came into his vision and if he had 
guessed correctly, it was there the station wagon would reappear. 
By the time the car came into view the flock had reassembled on the field as if nothing had 
happened. Having scattered individually, they returned the same way. It took a practiced 
watcher to discern this. Otherwise it might seem the crows had reappeared out of nowhere. 
As he watched the car approach the usual stopping place, he paused. It didn't stop. Instead, 
the boys continued slowly to a point some 1000 yards beyond, where the road took a sharp 
left and passed under the railroad. There they parked. Clever. Most hunters didn't know that 
the usual stopping place is within view of a tall sentry tree across the tracks. These seemed to 
know better. 
They walked toward the field holding tight alongside the embankment. Spacing themselves 
out by nervous handsignals, they moved up the slope toward the tracks, about twenty feet 
above the field. 
On the hill above, the watcher felt a rush of high spirit. Lacking opportunity to venture out, 
he delighted in having such sport brought to him, within range of his extended and very 
refined view. Although the boys didn't know what was about to happen, he did. And the 
crows did. But he didn't know how the crows knew. Do you suppose they recognized the 
license number? 
Sometime before, the birds had retreated at leisure, altogether, over the barn toward the 
river. 
As the hunters reached the top he saw their gunbarrels raised up and their heads slowly 
rising. They must have first noticed there were no flyers there. They crouched up into a 
kneeling position to raise their view. In a moment they stood full up and the guns weren't at 
ready anymore. He thought he could read their lips as they spoke and he chuckled to himself. 
They sat for a while in a row on the tracks, looking like crows on a power line except they 
lacked a certain mien of confidence. By their submissive gestures he knew they felt defeated. 
They unloaded the guns and returned to the car, walking and talking. Turning north, they left 
the way they came. 
The boys thought they were finished for the day. So did the watcher. But before the day was 
over, each would know better. They were all wrong. 
In a strange fatherly way he envied them the experience of this. He remembered how fresh 
and keen at that age, actions were over words. The boys hadn't had enough of keen. Not so 
with crows. They lived by it. The boys would never forget what happened here. As for the 
crows, who knows? 
As the car passed beyond the knoll, the watcher leaned back against the cushion. He felt a 
little mellow. The hunter was ignorant of the hunted. But the reverse was not also true. He 
remembered. 
Although literature harbors dark references to the Corvus family, crows are not dangerous 
to people. The most threatening display he ever saw is called mobbing. Hearing a certain 
distress call, the crows wi II swarm about a predator and remove all his space. With harsh 
scolding they attack in a peppery hit and run which few predators can withstand. Having a 
sense of humor toward men and a sense of good sport against lesser prey, crows are not 
known to employ mobbing against people. 
The boys didn't know that at age equal to theirs, the crow is the more intelligent survivor. 
And some twenty percent of the flock were older than they. The boys hadn't watched long 
enough. And they weren't watching now. He returned to the larger lens, prepared to resume 
his watching on a saner plane. He felt a certain oneness, an affirmation of living and learning. 
He was a loving watcher. And he liked it. 
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The birds had returned to their original position on the field. It seemed they didn't re­
member what had happened, or didn't care. He'd bet they didn't care. The ground was 
covered with birds, one could almost say, teeming on the ground. Overhead the crows 
moved nervously in constricting circles, seeming to form a black hole in confusion, sucking 
it elf in and out. This was a new game. He had never seen this before. 
There e med to b a sparkle in the swarming black movement of the birds; something to 
do with th awful judgment seen in the precision blinking of that awesome amber eye; 
omething in th natur of a camera shutter (slash/click), which by the time you hear it, has 
air ady captured some movement, ome event in history, encapsulating it in still form. 
Th moment cont in d a c rtain immanence. It didn't seem to be bad, only inevitable. 
Th r was th ool ertainty of becoming, as at the birth of a butterfly. 
H d mn d the f t he couldn't record it. He couldn't say it and he couldn't draw it. Not 
hc1vin the proper c mera r ady, he reached for the still camera with the long lens. He was 
di tra ted for a moment and that was all it took for several events, whose time had come, to 
find birth on the field below. If he had stopped to fix the camera, he would have missed it. 
Fir t, the flyers boiled and billowed over to the highway and hovered there like some dark 
nimbus. There were about five hundred birds. 
Second, the station wagon came southward into view at reduced speed, then stopped. 
The crows desported themselves blackly there for several moments. It seemed longer than 
that for they were directly over the front of the car. He caught his breath and wondered if the 
crows were going to begin mobbing the boys. Then watching, he noticed a number of them 
flying sideways, left and right, and upside down, a certain sign of crows at play. 
The doors opened and the boys leapt out, fumbling their guns loaded. The birds began to 
dive on them. It was a daring but fine tuned maneuver. They came close enough to stir a little 
fear yet not so close as to spoil the fun. They were teasing. They were playing with the man 
children. 
The boys were startled. Beneath the raucous canopy they stood immobile. At this moment, 
wetting their pants was not the problem. They were so tightly sphinctered they shouldn't have 
to worry for a week. 
At nearly the same moment that they raised their weapons, one of them shouted, "Don't 
shoot. Don't shoot." And they didn't shoot. And they didn't lower their guns. And the crows 
didn't go away. 
For pulled up right behind them, not thirty feet distant on the berm, another car had quietly 
stopped. It was a black sedan with a medal on the door. It was the highway patrol. Inside 
wer two men in stiff hats and black uniforms, watching them. That's all, just watching them. 
It must have taken great control at that moment for the boys to not shoot. This remarked on 
previous exp rience with the law. And fear in the face of it. As the throbbing moments passed 
in a mortification of time without wings, eyes and weapons downcast, the boys walked 
around the car doors, open still in a state of wonder, entered and left toward the lower part of 
the river. 
It happened so fast the watcher experienced a delayed response. He forced himself to 
believe it. He sat back in silence, thinking. To himself he shouted, "How the hell did they do 
that?'' And at that exact moment he realized he wasn't sure of whom he spoke. It seemed to 
apply to all. 
As the patrol car pulled away, the lowering sun cast a skittery shadow pattern on the old 
blacktop, reminding him of an excitement of leaves in a fall wind and a flutter of laughter in a 
crowd. 
The watcher popped a wheely and pulled himself into a constricted circle. Then he picked 
up the pen and began to write, furiously, in a concentrated blurry affine black lines. 
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